The Fountain of Youth, a mythical spring, allegedly restores the youth of anyone who drinks or bathes in its waters. Tales of such a fountain have been recounted around the world for thousands of years, appearing in the writings of Herodotus (5th century BC), in the Alexander romance (3rd century AD), and in the stories of Prester John (early Crusades, 11th/12th centuries AD). Stories of similar waters also featured prominently among the people of the Caribbean during the Age of Exploration (early 16th century); they spoke of the restorative powers of the water in the mythical land of Bimini. Based on these many legends, explorers and adventurers looked for the elusive Fountain of Youth or some other remedy to aging, generally associated with magic waters. These waters might have been a river, a spring or any other water-source said to reverse the aging process and to cure sickness when swallowed or bathed in.
THE POWER OF THE FOUNTAIN
The Philosopher’s Stone

Grow your fortune eternally. Stake your $AGELESS to earn more $AGELESS or Stable Coins like USDT, USDC, DAI. The Philosopher’s Stone dApp will be available upon launch.

1. No lockup (1x multiplier rewards)
2. 1 week (1.2x multiplier rewards)
3. 1 month (1.5x multiplier)
4. 3 months (2x multiplier)
ELIXIR OF LIFE

Live forever by holding $AGELESS. Holders will automatically receive more $AGELESS in their Metamask wallets by holding tokens. The more tokens you hold, the more $AGELESS you earn.
Retain your youth forever with the power of wealth and watch your fortune grow in real-time through $AGELESS’ auto-burn feature. This will increase the value and demand of our native token.
Rest, weary traveller, for you have come a long way. You have crossed the land of darkness, you have survived all the misfortunes and thieves along the way. Open your eyes, you have discovered the Fountain of Youth. It’s what you’ve been looking for all this time. Fill your cup with the elixir of $AGELESS, take a gulp, bathe in it. Enjoy eternal youth and fortune with $AGELESS.

-NFT line with a secret utility in development. Stay tuned for more details
TOKENOMICS

Supply: 2 Billion

Liquidity: 1 Billion

Staking: 1 Billion

Taxes
Buy 6% Sell 9%
REACH US AT

TELEGRAM
https://t.me/FountainOfYouthPortal

WEBSITE
http://thefountainofyouth.io

TWITTER
https://twitter.com/AGELESSERC